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Abstract 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) initiatives 
have gained much attention in recent years. With the aid 
of data mining technology, businesses can formulate 
specific strategies for different customer bases more 
precisely. Additionally, personalisation is another 
important issue in CRM - especially when a company 
has a huge product range. This paper presents a case 
model and investigates the use of computational 
intelligent techniques for CRM. These techniques allow 
the complex functions of relating customer behaviour to 
intema1 business processes to be learned more easily 
and the industry expertise and experience fiom business 
managers to be integrated into the modelling framework 
directly. Hence they can be used in the CRM framework 
to enhance the creation of targeted strategies for specific 
customer bases. 

1 Introduction 
Computational' intelligence is an emerging technology 
used to solve many problems of high complexity. This 
paper examines the use of intelligent techniques in 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) to create 
specific targeted strategies for different customer bases, 
and also to perform personalisation. In [I] and [2], 
intelligent techniques have already been explored for 
the purpose of CRM, this paper focuses more on using 
these CI technologies in electronic CRM which could 
improve the E-business side of a company. With the 
popularisation of E-commerce in recent years, web 
services that can provide better CRM for the company 
through electronic means are also gaining importance. 

When businesses first used computers to store data, data 
mining technology started to evolve as a new approach 
in assisting navigation through the database, Its purpose 
is mainly helping businesses to focus on important and 
useful information by extracting the hidden predictive 
information from large databases [3]. Basically, data 
mining techniques perform these predictive features 
based on modelling. The previously known situations 
are used to build the model, and then the model is 
applied to other unknown situations. The objective of 
the data mining technique in such application is 
typically for the purpose of automating the process of 
detecting relevant patterns in a large database. 

From data mining, we may find out the interest of a 
small group of customers. However, each customer is 
different in many aspects. Even in the sub small group, 
customers need to be identified as individuals through 
some personalisation agents. With the use of electronics 
business model, this can be done more effectively [4]. 
When using Internet to provide personalisation for 
CRM, it is basically providing a customised content to 
individual based on their interests and behaviour. This 
involves three main logical stages: ( I )  to collect 
customer information and purchasing behaviour, (2) to 
perform analysis of the customer information, and (3) to 
present relevant information that the customer will be 
interested. 

In recent years, CRM initiatives have gained much 
attention. Although C R M  involves technology, the 
important success factor involves customer-focused 
strategy. A study in the US indicates that many 
businesses are dissatisfied with their current CRM 
initiative involving multi-function CRM software [5]. 
The report cited the lack of customer focus and less 
adaptation to their unique requirements as reasons for 
their dissatisfaction. This paper posits that with the aid 
of data mining or targeted techniques, businesses can 
formulate specific customer-focused strategies more 
easily and scientifically and therefore be more satisfied 
with their CRM initiatives. As the term CRM suggests, 
there are three main areas of focus: (1) the Customer, 
(2)  the Relationship, and (3) the Management of the 
relationship [6] .  Loyal customers are valuable assets for 
a business. Studies have shown that a 5% increase in 
customer retention can lead to a 25-100% increase in 
customer value [7]. Relationships with customers are 
driven primady by the value the customers perceive 
from the relationship. Heskett et al. [8] have offered a 
model of customer value as shown below: 

results + process quality 
price + acquisition cost valuei = (1) 

From the above model, we can see that value for 
customer i has several components. The first 
component, results, refers to the idea that customers buy 
results and not products or services. When a product or 
service enhances the desired results, it increases 
customer value. Similarly, process quality also increases 
customer value. The way in which a service is delivered 
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is often as important as the result itself. Price is also a 
component of customer value but not the only 
component. The costs of acquiring a product or service 
can sometimes overshadow the price itself. Data mining 
technology can enhance the understanding of different 
components of customer value as well as the needs and 
background of the customer. Different components of 
customer value provide opportunities for enhancement 
and management of the relationship with individual 
customers. From (l), we can see that value is defined at 
the individual IeveI (hence the subscript i). Therefore it 
is important to identify the components of value that are 
unique to each customer or customer base in order to 
create unique value propositions to that customer base 
and manage those relationships appropriately. 

One method of identifying components of value and 
opportunities for relationship enhancement is the 
identification of customer segments. In marketing 
research, this is normally known as market 
segmentation [SI. Market segmentation breaks down a 
heterogeneous market into a number of smaller 
homogeneous markets where special treatment and care 
can be used to address a more precise satisfaction factor 
of the customer needs. Segmentation can normally be 
classified as a-priori and post-hoc approaches [lo]. In 
CRM, the market to be segmented is the customer base. 

In order to understand a customer, the process has to 
start by analysing all the relevant data belonging to the 
customer. Thus, data mining techniques can be 
considered as the intelligence behind a successful CRM 
strategy [6]. This technology is to transform’data into 
useful information for a business to- focus on its 
customers. There are basically two main types of data 
mining: descriptive and predictive. Descriptive data 
mining generates information about the data so that we 
can realise some interesting underlying information. 
Predictive data mining makes use of past patterns and 
information in predicting what a customer will buy in 
the future. 

There are five main steps in the process of 
implementing a successful data mining solution for 
CRM 1111: setting goals, data collection, data 
preparation, analysis and prediction, and measurement 
and feedback. During goals setting, identification of the 
market segmentation model is important. Proper goals 
under each segment will permit a more precise address 
of issues such as retention, risk avoidance as well as 
possible cross selling. In data collection and 
preparation, it is important to address issues like feature 
selection, parameter identification and handling of 
missing data. When building analysis and prediction 
models, different methods may have to be used in each 
segment in order to meet the intended goals. A crucial 
point in gaining business confidence in establishing a 
model is to avoid a total “black box” method that 
eliminates the contributions of the expert in the 
business. 

Tn this paper, data mining and personalisation tool using 
intelligent techniques are proposed in part of the CRM 
building block. I 

2 CRM Model 
In this section, we propose 3 CRM model that can 
facilitate the use of E-commerce. After the proposed 
CRM model has been discussed, intelligent data mining 
techniques that can aid the formulation of the CRM 
strategy will be presented in the subsequent sections. As 
CRM model for this application could be a very 
complex model, the strategy behind may be manifold. 
Consequently, we limit the scope of this paper by 
presenting only the modules that serve the purpose of 
providing personalisation using E-commerce. The 
purpose of the model is to assist the organisation or 
business in developing some forms of CRM strategy 
that could effectively provide personalised service. We 
emphasise that this model is strictly developed for this 
research, and the authors have no intention of copying 
any existing model. 

The building blocks of the CRM model provide a 
framework to deliver value to the customer and 
profitability to the company. This framework starts with 
differentiating customers along two dimensions, by the 
customers’ value to the fm, and by their wants and 
needs. The first dimension focuses on customer 
valuation measurement by understanding the value a 
customer represents to the company. This measurement 
identifies revenue growth potential from repeat 
purchases, referrals, and expanding scope of business. 
The second dimension looks at the customer preference 
to determine what are the wants and needs of customers, 
i.e., the customer value proposition. This measurement 
examines the results that a customer is hying to achieve, 
and determines whether the company can bundle 
products to deliver the results. This could also be able to 
translate to some IeveI of personalisation in the 
E-commerce environment. 

Our proposed model aims to integrate two main aspects 
of the CRM, which are intelligent data mining and 
personalisation, in order to provide personaIised 
services by recommending products or services which 
the customer will most likely be interested in. The main 
objectives of the integration can be divided into three. 
main categories: market segmentation and product 
matching, customer preference learning, and product 
filtering. 

In a CRM data mining model, the first step is to collect 
knowledge from the past and.existing customers so that 
their wants and needs can be studied. This fmt stage of 
the CRM model is to perform segmentation in the large 
pool of customer profiles within the data warehouse. 
This data warehouse normally contains information 
about the customer, information gathered via purchase 
made, surveys, as well as other point of contacts 
information. ARer segmentation of the large data 
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warehouse, it is possible to identify a few smaller 
gubsets. Ideally, after the initial segmentation, the 
subsets data pool will be more homogeneous within 
each segment, which is more suitable for target analysis. 
Beside the data warehouse that contains customer 
profiles, there will be another data warehouse that is 
specially used to store information about products or 
services provided by the company. Some automatically 
generated rules and may be human interaction and 
analysis is required at this stage to perform some 
product matching. Normally, in this step, the human 
analyst will atso take away any input variables that are 
irrelevant to the objectives. For example, input variables 
such as Post Codes, Address etc may not be very useful 
for some subgroup of the data mart, Figure 1 gives a 
graphical illustration of this data mining stage of the 
CRM model. 

Dsts.P.rrhouss 
(customffPmlac5 md 

Figure 1 : Data mining for the CRM model. 

After the data warehouses have been merged and broken 
down into data marts, these data marts will be used in 
the personalisation module of the CRM as shown in 
Figure 2. When customers first register, based on the . 
information collected from the registration process, the 
customers will be pre-classified according to the 
knowledge generated from the previous data mining 
moduIe. Every time when a particular customer logs in 
with their account, the relevant data marts will be 
identified as the infomation that the personalised 
system will work on. This will speed up the 
personalisation process by working on a subgroup of the 
mass amount of the data. 

Beside this pre-classification of the customers when 
they registered, a customer preference learning module 
will learn the customers' profile online. Every time, 
when a customer interacts with the E-business site, the 
preference gathers by his behaviour will be logged. 
From this logbook, the customer preferences like price, 
quality, and brand can be learned. At. the end, i-ankings 
on the products will be performed and save in a ,  
database. The information on the database is then used 
to verify the pre-classification stage, and if necessary re- 

classification is performed to extract the more relevant 
data marts for better personalisation. 

When a customer is interested in purchasing a product 
or searching for a product, an intelligent agent will 
searches through the data marts based on the customer 
preference learned. Based on the products attributes and 
customer's preference, a filter is used to select those 
products that the customer are most likely to be 
interested. It is then presented to the customer in such a 
way that the higher ranked products will appear to the 
customer first. 

U - 
Figure 2: Customer personalisation for the CRM model. 

3 Computational Intelligence 

3.1 Artificial Neural Networks 

In the last decade, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
have emerged as a useful option for inferential data 
analysis and solving complex data analysis problem. 
The observation sample that is used to derive the 
predictive model is known as training data in ANN 
development. The independent variables, or the 
predictor variables, are known as the input variables and 
the dependent variables, or the responses, are known as 
the output variables. 

In supervised learning, an ANN makes use of the input 
variables and their corresponding output variables to 
learn the relationship between them, Once the 
relationship is found, the trained ANN is then used to 
predict new output variables given new input data set. 
Back propagation Neural Network (BPNN) as shown in 
Figure 3 is the mast widely used neural network system 
and the most well known supervised learning technique 
[12]. Back propagation is a systematic method for 
training multilayer ANN. It has been implemented and 
applied successfully to various problems. A basic 
BPNN consists of an input, an output and one or more 
hidden layers. Each layer is made up of a number of 
neurons that are connected to all the neurons in the next 
layers. However, the output layer will only generate the 
results of the network. 
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The objective of training BPNN is to adjust the weights 
so that application of a set of inputs will produce the 
desired set of outputs. A training set containing a 
number of desired input and output pairs is used. The 
input set is presented to the input layer of BPNN. A 
calculation is carried out to obtain the output set by 
proceeding from the input layer to the output layer. 
After this stage, feed forward propagation is done. At 
the output, the total error (the sum of the squares of the 
errors on each output cell) is calculated and then back 
propagated through the network. The total error, E, can 
be calculated using: 

K 1 N L  
E = c (- E [ U k )  - 0; (WI2 1 (2) 

where K is the number of pattems, L is the layer 
number, T is the expect target, and U is the actual 
output. 

k=l 2 i=l 

Figure 3: Back propagation neural network. 

A modification of each connection weight is done and 
new total m o r  is calculated. "his back propagated 
process is repeated until the total error value is below 
some particular threshold. At this stage, the network is 
considered trained. After the BPNN ha5 been trained, it 
can then be applied to predict other cases. 

For unsupervised learning, an ANN will only make use 
of the input variables and attempts to arrange them in a 
way that is meaningful to the analyst. Self-Organising 
Map (SOW is a popular unsupervised neural network 
technique mainly because it is a fast, easy and reliable 
unsupervised clustering technique [13]. $OM is 
designed to simulate the organisation found in various 
brain structures and is related to brain maps. Its main 
feature is the ability to visualise high dimensional input 
spaces onto a smaller dimensional display, usually two- 
dimensionat as shown in Figure 4. In this discussion, 
only two-dimensional arrays will be of interest. Let the 
input data space %" be mapped by the SOM onto a two- 
dimensional array with i nodes. Associated with each i 
node is a parametric reference vector m,=[pjl,pJ __. 
, p J r  E !U", where pli is the connection weight between 
node i and input j .  Therefore, the input data space %" 

consisting of input vectors x=[Xr,X2,..,XjT, i.e. x E i~", 
can be visuaIised as being connected to ail nodes in 
parallel via a scalar weight pF The aim of the learning 
is to map all the n input vectors X, onto mi by adjusting 
weights pi such that the SOM gives the best match 
response locations. 

Figure 4: Visualisation of self organising map. 

It can also be said that SOM is a nonlinear projection of 
the probability density function p ( 4  of the high 
dimensional input vector space onto the two- 
dimensional display map. Normally, to find the best 
matching node i, the input vector X is compared to all 
reference vector mi by searching for the smallest 
Euclidean distance: 

1 1  X- m, 11, indexed by c, 
i.e., 11 x - m ,  II=min 11 x - m i  (3) 

I 

During the learning process, the node that best matches 
the input vector X is allowed to learn. Those nodes that 
are close to the node up to a certain distance will also be 
allowed to learn. The learning process is expressed as: 

m , ( t + I )  = m i ( t ) + h c , ( t ) [ X ( t ) - m j ( t ) ]  (4) 

where t is a discrete time coordinate, and h,,(t) is the 
neighbourhood function. 

After the learning process has converged, the map will 
display the probability density function p(2J that best 
describes all the input vectors. At the end of the learning 
process, an average quantisation error of the map will be 
generated to indicate how well the map matches the 
entire input vectors X,. The average quantisation error is 
defined as: 

E = 111 X - m ,  1 1 2  P(X)& (5 )  

3.2 Fuzzy Theory 

Fuzzy theory works on the basis derived €rom fuzzy sets 
[15]. A fuzzy set allows for the degree of membership 
of an item in a set to be any real number between 0 and 
1, this allows human observations, expressions and 
expertise to be modelled. The membership function of a 
fuzzy set A is denoted by: 
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A : x 3 [0,1] 

Once the fuzzy sets have been defined, it is possible to 
use them in constructing rules for fuzzy expert systems 
and in performing fuzzy inference. Fuzzy systems can 
produce more accurate resuIts based on the basic idea of 
defuzzification. A defuzzification technique is used to 
calculate the conclusion by evaluating the degree of 
matches fi-om the observation that triggered one or 
several d e s  in the model. This will lead to a better 
result by handling the fuzziness in the decision making 
process. Thus, fuzzy technique can improve on 
statistical prediction in certain cases. 

Fuzzy sets allow human expertise and decisions to be 
modelled more closely. It is suggested that Fuzzy sets 
will play an important role in the CRM model. In this 
paper, with the availabihty of vast amounts of data in 
each subset, it will be useful to extract knowledge from 
the data directly. This has the advantage of discovery of 
new knowledge or relations underlying the data. In 
extracting fuzzy rules from the data, the first step is to 
translate all the available data into linguistic fuzzy d e s  
using linguistic labels. The following algorithm outlines 
the steps in extracting the fuzzy linguistic rules from the 
available data. For k inputs, the given input-output data 
pairs with n patterns: 

1 1 1  

2 2 2  

(I,, . . . ,xk;JJ 1 
( I . - . i x k ; Y  

(7) 

The number of linguistics terms T and the distribution 
of data in the regions of the whole domain are fint 
determined. For ease of interpretation and 
computational simplicity, the shape of the membership 
function used in this algorithm is triangular. In this case, 
we will obtain for every x E X , 

A, EF(x)+=[O,lJ forall r E T  (8) 

After the fuzzy regions and membership functions have 
been set up, the available data set will be mapped 
accordingly. If the value cuts on more than one 
membership function, the one with the maximum 
membership grade will be assigned to the value: 

After all the data sets have been assigned with a fuzzy 
linguistic label, Mamdani type fuzzy rules are then 
formed and centroid defuzzification is used. After fuzzy 
rules have been generated from each data point, 
repeated rules are removed. In the event that there are 
repeated fuzzy rules, the number of repetitions of the 
fuzzy rules and the firing strengths o f  the rules will be 
examined to resolve conflicts. 

4 Intelligent CRM 
In this section we present the Computational intelligence 
methods used in blocks shown in Figures 1 and 2, There 
are basically two stages in the CRM model that we have 
proposed in Section 2; there are the data mining stage 
and the customer personalisation stage. In the data 
mining stage, the intelligent techniques used are similar 
to the one published earlier in (151. Here we summarise 
the intelligent technique used as folIows. 

For market segmentation, SOM is used to cluster the 
data warehouse. After which, the products are mapped 
to the SOM 2-dimensional map. The assigned products 
to the customer profiles clusters generated tiom SOM 
will be divided into data mart which consists of a subset 
of information from the data warehouse. Fuzzy rules 
extraction will be used to extract fuzzy relationships 
between the customer profiles and the products profiIes. 
With this rules, a human analyst can determine the best 
way to generate the data mart. 

For the second stage of the CRM modei, the customer 
personalisation is performed through three main blocks, 
classifying customer, customer preference learning, and 
products filtering. 

When a customer first registers into the system, the 
customer will be pre-classified based on the information 
collected fiam the customer during the registration 
process. This is done by mapping the customer 
information to the SOM generated from the data 
warehouse during the data mining stage. After which, 
the corresponding data marts that this customer will 
most probably f i t  in will be selected for personalisation. 
When the customer logs in, the customer profiIe and 
history learned during the further interaction will be 
used to perform the classification of the customer. Thu, 
this should improve the accuracies of selecting the 
appropriate data marts when dealing with the customer. 

In this CRM model, to reduce the complexity and to 
improve interactivity, customers' ranking towards 
products is the only content interested in the profile. In 
order to get the ranking information, customer's online 
behaviours need to be collected and leamed. The 
recording method similar to those proposed in [16] is 
used to collect customer's behaviour. The information 
of the customer recorded for our CRM model are 
customer login ID, products ID, the number of times the 
products are shown to this customer [times], and 
accumulated customer ranking on the products 

The number of times that a product is shown to the 
customer is important to calculate the ranking for the 
customer. A product may be shown to a customer 
multiple times during one session or in multiple 
sessions. Whenever a product is presented to a 
customer, the customer may show interest in it or ignore 
it. Based on the customer's behaviour, the rank is 
calculated in the following ways: 

[occ-rank]. 
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When a new customer behaviour record is created, 
both the customer ID and product ID are set. Both 
times and rank are initialised to zero. 
If the customer clicks on the product to see its 
detailed description, the rank for that product will 
increase by I,. 
If the customer adds the product to shopping cart, the 
rank will increase by 2. 
If the customer makes a purchase on the product, the 
rank will increase by 2 again. 
After the customer preferences are collected, the 
customer ranking can be calculated using the 
formula: 

ace-rank = rank /times (10) 

After the customer preference records are stored, a 
BPNN can be used to learn the behaviour of the 
customer. In this BPNN delegated to a customer, we 
will have four inputs namely Price, Quality, Guarantee, 
and Brand, and the output will be ranked. As we want to 
give a more precise ranking, the rank generated wilI be 
in real number rather than integer, as it will assist in 
generating ranks of the products when preparing for 
product filtering. The filtering of the products is mainly 
based on the trained BPNN for a specify customer. The 
inferred rank will determine which products should be 
filtered. A higher rank value implies a higher chance for 
the product to be preferred by the customer. When 
presenting to the customer, the products are sorted 
according to their ranking values. The products with 
low ranking values and below the threshold will be 
filtered out. Figure 5 gives a cross plot of the predicted 
ranks as compared to the actual mnks collected for a 
specific customer. It has shown that this intelligent 
CRM model could be an alternative of implement CRM 
strategy suitable for E-business environment. 

nch 

Figure 5 :  Cross plot of predicted ranking versus actual 
ranking. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper has examined the possibility o f  using 
intelligent techniques in the CRM model specially 
designed by the authors for use in E-business context. 
The paper also highlighted two areas in a typical CRM 
model where the use of intelligent techniques can 

improve the whole process. The advantage of using 
intelligent techniques in CRM is that the business 
analyst can perform the CRM strategy better and at the 
same time gain in-depth understanding into the CRM 
model. With the understanding of the model, the analyst 
can modify and add-on knowledge and experience into 
the model. Furthermore, fuzzy theory can handle 
uncertainties in the data more efficiently than traditional 
data mining techniques. 
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